Research Statement
Joseph Chet Redmon
My research bridges the gap between state-of-the-art computer vision research and practical solutions to real problems. I build complete, robust systems for solving core problems in vision. My
research has widespread impact; researchers and companies around the world use my neural network
framework Darknet [7] and object detection system YOLO [8] to power their own projects. Additionally, YOLO received the OpenCV People’s Choice Award at CVPR 2016 and YOLO9000
received a Best Paper Honorable Mention at CVPR 2017.
The last half-decade ushered in a new era of vision research. Computer vision now works on real
images, in natural environments, solving hard problems. But the technology is far from ubiquitous and many researchers are most concerned with getting the best performance on a handful of
datasets. This hyperfocus on accuracy has largely turned vision into a numbers game and research
tends toward complex, finely-tuned systems that are brittle and impractical in the real world.
I focus on aspects of research that are often neglected in vision: speed, scalability, usability. I
design new vision systems and algorithms from the ground up with the goal of making them useful
in the real world. This involves high-level algorithm improvements, mid-level architectural design,
and low-level optimization and approximation. It also involves educating the next generation of
vision experts and giving them the tools to solve the problems they care about.

Speed
Robots, autonomous vehicles, and assistive devices need to understand the visual world in order
to function. Object detection is the task of identifying what’s in an image and where it is. Prior
work relies on running an image classifier on numerous sub-windows of an image and looking for
regions with strong responses from the classifier [3] [4]. When I began work on detection, stateof-the-art algorithms took more than 20 seconds to process an image, even with a $3,000 GPU
[4]. Twenty seconds is prohibitively expensive, especially for tasks like autonomous driving, where
every millisecond counts.
We re-frame object detection as a single regression problem, straight from image pixels to bounding
box coordinates and class probabilities. Using our system, ”you only look once” (YOLO) at an
image to predict what objects are present and where they are. YOLO processes images in real-time
with near state-of-the-art accuracy [8] [9] [10]. YOLO advances object detection from 20 seconds
per image to 20 milliseconds per image, a thousand times faster. This speed up is due both to
fundamental algorithmic advances and careful design of the underlying neural network architecture.
Algorithmically, we train a single neural network to replace the standard object detection pipeline,
with numerous technical contributions to ensure high performance. YOLO introduces a novel parameterization and loss function for object detection. We jointly optimize loss terms for bounding
box coordinates, objectness, and conditional class probabilities while training on full images. Improvements like multi-scale training and dimensional cluster priors decrease overfitting and make
our objective easier to learn, improving model performance. Architecturally, we design new network
architectures specifically crafted for low latency and high performance. Our final network structure,
Darknet-53, has comparable classification performance to ResNet-152 but is twice as fast [10].

Figure 1: YOLO9000 can detect a wide variety of object classes in real-time [9].
YOLO, and most state-of-the-art techniques in vision, rely on convolutional neural networks to
build a statistical model of visual data. While fast in massively parallel settings, these networks
can be prohibitively expensive on CPUs or embedded devices. Researchers at the Allen Institute
for Artificial Intelligence and I show that instead of using full precision floating point operations
we can approximate the weights and values in a network as single bits. Our approximation reduces
the problem of matrix multiplication to a series of XNOR and bit-counting operations [6].
These XNOR-nets use significantly less processing power and memory than their full-precision
counterparts. This makes them much faster on lower cost hardware like CPUs, mobile phones, and
embedded devices. Using XNOR-nets we can put advanced vision algorithms onto cheap hardware
and still maintain good performance.

Scalability
Core computer vision research generally evaluate on a few standard datasets. Typically, detection algorithms are evaluated on Pascal VOC or COCO which have 20/80 classes and about
20,000/100,000 images respectively. These benchmarks have been critical in advancing the state
of computer vision because they provide well-labelled training data and consistent standards for
evaluation. However, researchers tend to focus their efforts on these particular datasets without
considering the generalizability of their approaches. We really need a fast, powerful detector that
can detect thousands of different object classes, out-of-the-box, without the need for retraining.
The most common detection datasets contain thousands to hundreds of thousands of images with
dozens to hundreds of tags [2] [5] [1]. Classification datasets have millions of images with tens
or hundreds of thousands of categories [11] [1]. We would like detection to scale to the level of
object classification. However, labelling images for detection is far more expensive than labelling
for classification or tagging (tags are often user-supplied for free).
Our work on YOLO9000 proposes a new method to harness the large amount of classification data
we already have and use it to expand the scope of current detection systems. Our method uses a
hierarchical view of object classification that allows us to combine distinct datasets together. We
also propose a joint training algorithm that allows us to train object detectors on both detection
and classification data. Our method leverages labeled detection images to learn to precisely localize

Figure 2: I’m always excited to reach out to the greater scientific community and share my research, be it
through TED talks, Twitter, or online board games. The Darknet Twitter API competes regularly in the
bird recognition challenges #CrowOrNo and #TrickyBirdID (and often wins!) while DarkGo has played
over 45,000 games of Go against humans online at a 5 dan level.

objects while it uses classification images to increase its vocabulary and robustness.
Using this method we train YOLO9000, a real-time object detector that can detect over 9000
different object categories. We use our dataset combination method and joint training algorithm
to train on more than 9000 classes from ImageNet as well as detection data from COCO. While it’s
just a first step into this domain, YOLO9000 provides a real-time detector that can detect a wide
variety of categories in different visual domains. Researchers in other fields can use YOLO9000
out-of-the-box for many common tasks. Furthermore, it lowers the burden of labelling data for new
categories because a performant detector can be trained with mostly classification data.

Community
My research has impact both because it’s useful and because it’s available. All of my research code
is open source and free for any use on GitHub: https://github.com/pjreddie/darknet. I try to
make my research easy for others to use and apply to their own problems. These details are not
simply an added bonus on top of my research—they are part of a broader approach to research in
general. As researchers, it’s not enough to simply state that something is possible, or even show
that it’s possible. Our job is to enable others to do things that used to be impossible.
Along those lines, I try to connect with fellow scientists and the greater public in a variety of ways.
I was fortunate to be invited to give a TED talk about my research in Vancouver and a TEDx
talk in Mumbai, sharing with people around the world how far we’ve come in computer vision. My
neural network framework has a Twitter API that runs classifiers or detectors on images that other
users tweet at it. Darknet even comes with it’s own Go playing engine, DarkGo, which has played
more than 45,000 games against humans on the KGS and OGS game servers.
Closer to home, I’m currently working with three undergraduate researchers on separate projects.
Yuval is working with the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration to do automated aerial surveys of marine mammals in the arctic. Satvik is developing better methods for
artwork classification. Aaron is exploring improvements to Faster R-CNN bounding box proposals.
When advising students I let their interests dictate the projects we work on. This student-driven

approach means students are more interested and invested in their research. In the long-term
students are happier and more productive defining their own research direction.
Computer vision also lends itself to collaboration with fields within computer science and with
the broader scientific community in general. I have an active collaboration with programming
languages researchers at UCSD for automating formal verification of programs in Coq. I’m also
working with researchers in fishery science at UW on salmon counting and a chemistry professor
on computer vision for tissue microscopy analysis. These collaborations extend the reach of my
research and expand my interests in unexpected but exciting directions.
This openness and outreach has created a community of users around my research that magnify
its effect. They help each other install the software, train new models, and debug issues even if
I’m unavailable. All of this means that more people have access to the tools they need to solve the
problems they care about.

The Future
There is a keen need for single or few-shot learning in object detection. Many YOLO users want to
quickly train their detectors on new object classes and don’t have the time or resources to train from
scratch. I’m researching methods for robust learning with few examples that involve predicting a
vector space embedding of an object’s category instead of the category itself. This would enable
new categories to be added on the fly without retraining. It would also allow for tracking and
reidentification of objects between frames or images.
Efficiency also remains an issue; the best way to improve neural network accuracy is still to add
more layers. Attention models show some promise because they allow the network to concentrate
on certain, important areas of an image. I’m interested in exploring methods to use attention
models to reduce the computation a network performs by ignoring unimportant regions and only
performing partial convolutions instead of simply reweighting the fully computed features.
Looking further into the future, vision excels at pattern matching tasks (classification, object
detection, etc.) but fails at more complex tasks that necessitate higher-level reasoning. I’m excited
about new approaches that see vision as a part of a broader solution to tasks in AI. There is strong
potential for vision and language to mutually benefit from building shared models of the world.
Similarly, robots that combine vision and interaction to explore the world—embodied vision—offer
opportunities to more closely model how biological agents learn. Humans do not learn to see
in a vacuum, we learn in holistic, interconnected process that involves sensing, interaction, and
prediction. The next frontier in vision could be tying together many processes into a single agent.
While these are possible next steps, in the end my research will be driven primarily by the interests of
my students. With a strong technical base, broad experience, diverse interests, and a commitment
to developing talented researchers, I’ll continue to pioneer new domains of scientific knowledge.
And lastly, a promise: I will devote my time to my students, research, and education; I will not
take a joint appointment with any outside company or organization.
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